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Details of Visit:

Author: asianbeast
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 25 Mar 2011 13:00
Duration of Visit: 60 minutes
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07513470810

The Premises:

A well maintained and superbly presented modern apartment in the outskirts of Bournemouth. It is
excellently furnished and has an ensuite bathroom with excellent facilities.

The Lady:

Paige is really a gorgeous looking blonde with lovely huge breasts which I believe are real.

Paige really is stunning, although is slightly more chubbier than what her photos show. By no
means is Paige anywhere near being overweight. If you like blonde girls with model type looks, then
Paige is for you.

The Story:

I was caught up in heavy traffic due to construction work on the motorway. As a result, I reached my
destination nearly an hour late. I kept informing Paige of my travel progress and she was was very
accommodating despite my very late arrival.

It was a relief finally seeing Paige in person because I was supposed to see her a little bit earlier
when she was touring Oxford, but that tour was cancelled, so I had to drive all the way south to
Bournemouth instead.

I took a quick shower after my arrival and it was then time for action. As this was a one hour
booking I was in no hurry.
My aim was to have a great GFE with a PSE ending. My biggest turn on is kissing, which builds up
from light to wet and heavy.

My one hour with Paige was made up of good and not so good moments.

The good moments were:

1. Paige?s looks and her friendliness.

2. Her breath which was very nice and clean. Not overdone with mouthwash but just perfect.
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3. Superb sloppy bareback blowjob with loads of spit and drool.

4. Superb PSE style ending with Paige swallowing and nearly choking on a week?s worth of my
seed.

The not so good moments were:

1. Paige seemed a little mechanical. Whilst I went down on her she kept pushing my head away.

2. The kissing was not as deep as I would have liked. My attempts in this regard were rejected by
Paige moving her mouth away.

3. Throughout the appointment, Paige was looking outside the window, which was very off-putting.

I did enjoy overall, but I prefer to see a lady who is enjoying herself or at least pretending to. I did
not see this happening. I would recommend Paige to others as she may have the right chemistry
with the right person, but I would not be returning because the chemistry between us wasn?t there.
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